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Abstract
In this paper, a new nonlinear median based filtering technique is
introduced for the enhancement of medical images that are highly
contaminated by impulse noise. The proposed Detail Preserving Fast
Median Filtering (DPFMF) technique is more effective in eliminating
fixed value impulse noise and preserving the image details. The filter
replaces a corrupted pixel by the median value of the fast median filter
or by the value computed based on a unique criterion applied to the
processed neighboring pixel values. The uncorrupted pixels are left
undisturbed. Simulation studies show that the proposed filter can
eliminate impulse noise of densities up to 80% while preserving the
edges and fine details satisfactorily. The performance is evaluated by
applying the proposed filter on different gray scale images and the
superior results obtained in terms of subjective and objective
evaluation are presented.
Keywords: Impulse Noise, Fast Median Filtering, Nonlinear Filter, Order
Statistics Filter, Detail preservation, Image Enhancement.

1 Introduction
Impulse noise affects random signal positions of a digital image during
acquisition stage when faulty sensors are used to acquire images in poor imaging
conditions or during transmission when images are transmitted through faulty
radio channels. Thus filtering is an essential need of image processing system,
which addresses the estimation of image degradations and restoring the original
image satisfactorily preserving the fine details intact. Several filtering techniques
have been reported in the literature over the years, suitable for various
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applications. Nonlinear filtering techniques are preferred for cleaning the images
which are degraded by impulse noise. These nonlinear filtering techniques take
into account for nonlinear nature of the human visual system. Thus, the filters
having good edge and image detail preservation properties are highly desirable for
visual perception. The median filter and its variants are among the most
commonly used filters for impulse noise removal. The non-linear Simple Median
Filter (SMF) [3]- [5] is the first in its kind which sensibly replaces every pixel of
the impulse corrupted image by considering the acute range of the strength of
impulses with the mid-order statistic or the median of a set of pixels in the
window sliding over each pixel of the image. The results though are significant
than the linear counterparts; the median filters are indecisive in that all the pixels
are replaced by the median to affect the reliability of the restored image. As an
improvement did numerous variants of median filter evolved in the form of
Weighted Median Filter (WMF), Center Weighted Median Filter (CWMF),
Adaptive Center Weighted Median Filter (ACWMF), Adaptive Median Filter
(AMF) [5]-[9] which weighed the pixels around each pixel differently according
to the spatial positions of those neighboring pixels that an impulse-free pixel turns
out to replace a particular pixel during the filtering operation. But these
algorithms are also indecisive in that the filtering function was applied with no
differentiation on all the corrupted and uncorrupted pixels of the digital image
irrespective of the impulse noise ratio and the statistics of the image. So filtering
algorithms with switching schemes are developed to detect and identify the spatial
position of impulses in a distinct impulse detection phase. The prominent decision
based impulse filter, the Progressive Switching Median Filter (PSMF) [10],
though can produce results from images corrupted to slightly higher impulse
ratios; its assurance that all impulses are correctly identified is meager since an
optimal impulse detecting threshold suitable for a particular impulse noise ratio
which varies for different window sizes could not be obtained by PSMF. Chan
and Nikolova proposed a two-phase algorithm for high-density noise removal
(RAMF) [11]. The main drawback of the method is that the processing time is
very high because it uses a very large window of size. In addition, the switching
schemes of certain decision based filtering algorithms could not differentiate
between high frequency edge details of the corrupted digital image from high
frequency impulses in view of the fact that they could not tune to various optimal
impulse detection parameters suitable for varied impulse noise ratios and image
statistics. Thus many filtering schemes are not adaptive in fixing a reliable
neighborhood or other parameters to determine the correct impulsive position or
an appropriate noise restorer suitable for that position of a particular impulsive
environment. The Decision Based Algorithm (DBA) [12] is capable of removing
impulse noise at noise densities as high as 80%. A major drawback of this
algorithm is streaking at higher noise densities. An Improved Decision -Based
Algorithm for Impulse Noise Removal has been investigated [25]. In this method,
a corrupted pixel is replaced by the average value of the already processed
neighboring pixels inside the filter window. Although this filter suppresses
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impulse noise satisfactorily, it is found to exhibit inadequate performance in terms
of preserving edges and fine details due to the averaging process involved in
filtering. Robust Estimation Algorithms (REA) [13]-[16] are effective in highdensity impulse noise removal and detail preservation, but their computational
complexity is higher. Many noise detection algorithms were proposed for impulse
noise detection [17]-[23]. The Signal-Dependent Rank Ordered Mean (SD-ROM)
[18] filter can remove impulse noise rather effectively, but when applied to
images with Gaussian or mixed noise, it often produces a visually disappointing
output similar to other median-based filters. This is because the rank-ordered
mean gets corrupted in a high noise intensity window. The Directional Weighted
Median (DWM) [9] filter uses an iterative filtering approach, and the detector is
based on absolute differences within the filtering window. The estimation is done
using an adaptive weighted median filter. For ensuring high accuracy of detection,
iterative filtering is applied which takes a longer total processing time but
removes more details with each iteration. The trilateral filter is based on RankOrder Absolute Difference (ROAD) [21] statistics for impulse noise detection. It
has been especially designed for uniform impulse and Gaussian noise removal.
The ROAD value could be false under the case that half of the pixels in the
processing window are corrupted.
In this paper a new Detail Preserving Fast Median Filtering (DPFMF) Technique
for removing fixed value impulse noise from the images is proposed. This
filtering technique detects whether a pixel is noisy or noise-free based on minmax strategy. If the pixel is noise-free, the filtering window is moved forward to
process the next pixel. On the other hand, if the pixel is a noisy one (either’0’ or
‘255’), then it is replaced by the median of Fast Median Filter (FMF) provided the
median pixel value itself is not an impulse; otherwise, the pixel is replaced by the
minimum or maximum of the already processed neighboring pixel value
respectively in the filtering window. The proposed filter will be shown to exhibit
better preservation of the edge details besides filtering out the noise sufficiently.
The computational complexity involved in restoring the images is quite low and
the processing time is also less because it uses small windows of size 3X3 and
5X5 depending on the amount of noise densities. The paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 discusses the noise model and our new scheme proposed for
impulse noise detection and elimination. The simulation results obtained by
applying the filter on different images are presented in section 3 to illustrate its
efficacy. The conclusions are summarized in section 4.

2 Proposed Impulse Noise Detection and Restoration
Scheme
Impulse noise affects random signal positions of a digital image during
acquisition stage when faulty sensors are used to acquire images in poor imaging
conditions or during transmission when images are, transmitted through faulty
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radio channels. Of the various impulse noise models, the Salt and Pepper impulse
that change the signals by replacing them with maximum and minimum values is
modeled through equation (1) is better dealt by the proposed impulse filtering
algorithm. Salt and pepper impulse model is described in equation (1) as follows:

p
for x  0
2

f (x)  1  p for x  s (i, j)
p

for x  255
2

(1)

where ‘p’ is the noise density

2.1 Impulse Noise Detection Process
The impulse noise detection is based on the assumption that a corrupted pixel
takes a gray value which is significantly different from its neighboring pixels in
the filtering window, whereas noise-free regions in the image have locally
smoothly varying gray levels separated by edges. Our noise detection technique
detects the impulse noise in the image using the min-max decision mechanism in
which the corrupted and uncorrupted pixels in the image are detected by
comparing the pixel value with the maximum (‘255’) and minimum (‘0’) values in
the selected window. If the pixel intensity lies between these minimum and
maximum values, then it is an uncorrupted pixel and it is left undisturbed. If the
value does not lie within the range, then it is marked as a corrupted pixel and
needs to be restored.

2.2 Restoration Process
Corrupted pixels are restored by either the median pixel value of the fast median
filter (provided that the median is not an impulse) or by the minimum or
maximum of the already processed neighboring pixels in the current filtering
window.

2.3 Illustration of the proposed DPFMF technique
Consider an image of size M×N having 8-bit gray scale pixel resolution. The steps
involved in detecting the presence of an impulse & restoring the corrupted pixel
value are described as follows:
Step 1) A two dimensional square filtering window of size 3 x 3 is slid over a
corrupted image as shown in figure (1) below. In the figure ‘0’ is the pixel under
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test and the pixels with gray values 162,159,163 and 255 are the already
processed pixels.

Fig 1: A segment of a noisy image with a 2-D square filtering window of size 3x3.
Step2) Minimum and maximum of the pixel values in the processing window are
determined. In this case, the minimum and maximum values are 0 and 255
respectively.
Step3) Already processed pixels are sorted in the ascending order and the
minimum and maximum of the sorted array are obtained. In this illustration, the
sorted vector is {159,162,163,255} and the minimum and the maximum pixel
values are 159 and 255 respectively.
Step3) Median Mf within the window is computed as follows:
The pixels inside the first, second and third row R1, R2 and R3 are sorted in the
ascending order as below:
R1= {159,162,163}
R2= {0,255,255}
R3= {255,255,255}
The median M1, M2 and M3 are computed as below:
M1=Median of R1=162
M2=Median of R2=255
M3 =Median of R3=255
Fast median Mf = median of {M1, M2 and M3}
In this case Mf =255 which is noisy.
Step 4) If the central pixel lies between minimum and maximum values, then it is
detected as an uncorrupted pixel and the pixel is left undisturbed. Otherwise, it is
considered a corrupted pixel value. In the present case, the central pixel value
‘0/255’ does not lie between minimum and maximum values. Therefore, the pixel
is detected as a corrupted pixel.
Step 5) The corrupted central pixel (either ‘0’ or ‘255’) is replaced by the fast
median Mf of the filtering window, provided Mf value is not an impulse,
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otherwise it is replaced by either the minimum or maximum of the already
processed neighboring pixel value in the filtering window respectively.
In this illustration the central pixel under test is ‘0’, and the median Mf itself is
noisy. Hence the central pixel is replaced by the minimum of the processed pixels
value, i.e. by ‘159’.If the central pixel value is ‘255’, and then it would have been
replaced by the maximum of the processed pixel value, (i.e. by ‘255’ in this
example).
Then the window is moved to form a new set of values, with the next pixel to be
processed at the centre of the window. This process is repeated until the last
image pixel is processed.
The above impulse noise detection and filtering scheme is based on the following
steps:
if X min < X i,j < X max
{ X i,j is a noiseless pixel;
no filtering is performed on X i,j }
else
{X i,j is a noisy pixel;
Determine fast the median value M f}
if median M f . 0 and median. 255
{Median itself is noisy}
Then
{Processed neighbor substitution performed on X i,j}
{ X i,j .0 or 255 }
X i,j = Min(Processed) or Max(Processed)
end;
end;
where X i,j is the intensity of central pixel inside the filtering window,
X min, X max and M f are the minimum, maximum and fast median pixel values in
the filtering window of noisy image respectively.
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3 Results and Discussion
In this section, results are presented to illustrate the performance of the proposed
DPFMF algorithm. Images are mixed with noise at different densities for
evaluating the performance of the algorithm. Several grey scale images (viz; lena,
cameraman, flower, baboon etc) are used for experimentation. A quantitative
comparison is performed between several noise removal filters and the proposed
DPFMF algorithm in terms of Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and the
computational time. The noise model of equation (1) is simulated for the
experimentation. A 3X3 and 5X5 windows are used for impulse densities in the
range shown below in table 1.
Table 1: Window sizes for impulse noise densities in the different ranges
Noise density P Window size
P < 40%

3×3

40% ≤ P ≤ 90%

5×5

All the algorithms are implemented in MATLAB 7.5 on a PC equipped with
AMD Athlon 64x2 Dual core processor of 2.71 GHZ Capacity and 1.75 GHZ
RAM memory.
The performance of the proposed filter is compared with several median based
filtering techniques by applying them on Lena image of size 256 x 256, corrupted
with various densities of impulse noise. DPFM filter has also been evaluated by
applying it on several images of size 256 x 256. The objective measure used for
quantitatively evaluating the performance of the filters is Peak Signal to Noise
ratio (PSNR) and is defined as follows:
PSNR = 10 log10 (255 X 255 / MSE)

(2)

where the mean square error (MSE) is
MSE 

1 M

MN i 1

r
N

j1

ij

 x ij 

2

(3)

In the above equation x(i,j) and r(i,j) denote, respectively, the intensity of (i,j)th
pixel of the original and filtered images. In order to prove the better performance
of the proposed DPFMF, existing filtering techniques are experimented and
compared with the proposed filter for visual perception and subjective evaluation
on Lena grey scale image including The performance of the algorithm for various
images at different noise levels from 10 % to 90% is studied and results are shown
in figure (1) and (2) for the Lena grey scale image. The first simulation compares
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the DPFMF algorithm with the Simple Median Filter (SMF), Progressive
Switching Median Filter (PSMF), Adaptive Median Filter AMF and Rank
Ordered Median Filter (RAMF), Decision Based Algorithm (DBA) and (REA).
SMF replaces the current pixel by its median value irrespective of whether a pixel
is corrupted or not. Therefore, its performance is poor which is evident from the
results shown in table (2). Progressive Switching Median Filter (PSMF) [10] has
slightly improved performance but its noise removing capacity is very poor at
higher noise densities. AMF and RAMF exhibits improved performance but due
to its adaptive nature the computation complexity is much higher which is evident
from table (2). DBA has very good noise removing capability and good edge
preservation at higher noise densities but it produces streaking at higher noise
densities which is evident from visual perception shown in fig (1) and (2). REA
has improved performance than DBA but its computational complexity is much
higher as given in Table (2). The overall performance of the proposed DPFMF
algorithm can be summarized as follows: The proposed algorithm removes noise
effectively even at higher noise levels and preserves the edges and other fine
details of the image. The proposed algorithm also exhibits lower computational
time when compared to the other algorithms.
Table 2: PSNR of various filters for Lena image at different noise densities
corrupted by salt & pepper noise, where N.D. is the Noise Density.
ND

SMF

PSMF

AMF

RAMF

DBA

TFROAD

REA

DWM

DPFMF

10

33.46

35.94

38.14

41.75

41.60

41.63

41.76

41.69

43.10

20

29.04

32.38

35.94

37.56

37.48

38.49

38.20

37.35

38.51

30

23.41

28.69

33.84

34.59

34.61

36.46

35.40

34.77

36.67

40

18.95

25.10

31.97

32.19

32.30

34.77

33.44

32.63

34.83

50

15.09

21.00

30.32

30.06

30.25

33.18

31.50

30.19

33.25

60

12.24

16.71

28.58

27.78

28.11

31.52

29.43

28.24

31.87

70

9.86

9.88

26.71

25.51

25.74

29.19

27.23

25.91

30.37

80

7.93

7.98

25.13

22.98

22.94

25.89

24.70

23.49

28.49

90

6.44

6.48

22.00

19.28

19.77

20.92

21.35

20.09

25.83

Table 3: Computational time in seconds for filtering 80% salt & pepper noise
corrupted LENA (256X256) image for filters.
FILTER
TIME

SMF
0.18

PSMF
6.5

AMF
6.46

RAMF
8.16

DBA
9.55

TFROAD
8.55

REA
9.28

DWM
9.24

DPFMF
5.36
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Fig 2: Results of different filters for Lena image corrupted by 50 % noise.
(a) Noise freeLena image, (b) Image corrupted by 50% impulse noise. (c) Output
of SMF.(d) Output of PSMF. (e) Output of AMF. (f) Output of RAMF. (g) Output
of DBA.(h) Output of Trilateral Filter using ROAD. (i) Output of REA. (j) Output
of DWM.(k) Image restored by the proposed DPFMF

Fig 3: Results of different filters for Lena image corrupted by 80 % noise.
(a) Noise free Lena image, (b) Image corrupted by 80% impulse noise. (c) Output
of SMF. (d) Output of PSMF. (e) Output of AMF. (f) Output of RAMF. (g)
Output of DBA. (h) Output of Trilateral Filter using ROAD. (i) Output of REA. (j)
Output of DWM. (k) Image restored by the proposed DPFMF
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4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a novel, fast, accurate and simple impulse-noise
restoration method based on fast median filter output or by the value computed
based on a unique criterion applied to the processed neighboring pixel values
which has been further incorporated into the framework of a switching median
filter. The extensive simulation results included in this work have demonstrated
that the proposed DPFMF outperforms a number of well accepted median based
filters that have been described in the literature. The DPFMF exhibits desirable
robustness not only in suppressing the noise but also in gaining satisfactory image
quality.
A common problem with the current nonlinear filtering techniques is that they
perform excessive smoothing in texture areas. Further work will be in the
direction of design of a new criterion that can distinguish between a textured and
noisy neighborhood.
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